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Parent Directory  

Download Mirrors:  

  Cleveland Aiport Mystery.url
276 

bytes 

  Flight 93 The Improbable Truth.url
230 

bytes 

  Flight 93.url
164 

bytes 

  Flight93shotdown.mp3 149.8 kb 

  Idaho Observer Evidence indicates Flight 93 shot down by U.S. fighter.url
170 

bytes 

  Lets Roll, the saddest lie of all.url
212 

bytes 

  Shahole3.jpg 77.2 kb 

  The Konformist - WAS UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT 93 SHOT DOWN BY U.S. 

FIGHTER.url

148 

bytes 

  United Flight 93 Crash Theory Home Page - The Real Story of Flight 93.url
134 

bytes 

  UtopiaX.org - Flight United Airlines 93.url
140 

bytes 

  Was UAL Flight 93 Shot Down By US Fighter.url
146 

bytes 

  flight93crashsite.jpg 14.0 kb 

  flight93route.jpg 28.1 kb 

  flight93wreckage.jpg 26.6 kb 

 297.2 kb 

Visit our FORUM!  
Also http://mirror.nw0.info/  
Full site mirror in the EU.  
Due to space constraints, we're working on a way to keep the radio shows archives.  
At the moment, the 2006 archives are on http://mirror.nw0.info/ only, and may  
consider moving some of the 2007 archives to there only (have some space still left there)  
 
For the first time ever, we need to ask the visitors of these sites  
(http://Bewareofthis.info and http://NW0.info, http://gplant.de and http://globalplantation.org) for help.  
 
Until now the server costs were all paid for by the team and the visitors of our small chat room on EFnet.  
Seldomly bypassers dropped a few bucks and to all of those who did, a big THANK YOU!  
Seriously, you helped.  
 
But now we can no longer afford to bear all of the costs.  
Hosting all these files is bandwidth intensive.  
To run these sites the channel pays for two servers, for security reasons one of them is located in the US and one in Europe.  
In total the sites run on four different servers with very nice uptimes.  
For the two rented servers we have to pay 195.- US$ a month - $2340 a year  
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Visit our news pagecache at http://www.bewareofthis.info/ 
 
 
FAIR USE NOTICE: This site contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the 
copyright 
owner. We are making such material available in our efforts to advance understanding of environmental, political, human rights, 
economic, democracy, scientific, and social justice issues, etc. We believe this constitutes a "fair use" of any such copyrighted material as 
provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright Law. In accordance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material on this site is distributed 
without profit to those who have expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for research and educational purposes.  
For more information go to: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml.  
If you wish to use copyrighted material from this site for purposes of your own that go beyond "fair use", 
you must obtain permission from the copyright owner. 

#new_world_order EFNET chat 

At the current Papypal exchange rate that makes 138.- Euros  
That is if someone sends ten Dollars by Paypal only 9.31$ will make it through. Paypal fees...  
 
We've now added a graph on the sites for you to see the amount of money needed until the end of the year to pay for the servers.  
As for today the tenth of May 2007 that is 1122- US$ -  
Please help us too keep us the files up on the net by donating what you can spare.  
 
Just to remind you: That means literally hundreds of documentaries, audiofiles, e-books and of course your favorite daily talk radio 
shows, commercial free.  
That means more than 15,000 cached news articles on - http://Bewareofthis.info.  
News that often somehow "disappears" from the original servers after only a few hours.  
 
As our regular visitors know, we do not put out information and devalue it in the next sentence with some weird UFO or racist babble.  
 
You also know that we host alot of different viewpoints; we think it is the best if you think for yourself.  
Also you won`t find any popups or other ads on these sites as long as we can manage to get the needed funds together.  
If you got files to add, comments, servers or anything else you are welcome to visit us on EFnet.  
 
The name of the chat room is #New_World_Order.  
Or you can just use the web chat interface on www.NW0.info.  
Please help us to feed the servers!  
 
This way we can put out copies of let`s say Loose Change for less than 2 cents a piece and we do so every day and night, 24/7.  
Help us to spread the information, take your part in stopping the mad new world order plans of the global elite.  
Let us push them into the light so their lies are obvious to everyone.  
There are Paypal buttons on the sites. Please use them.  
 
Thanks.  
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To join this chat, download mIRC, or XChat here or here  
Then join one of the EFNET servers and join #new_world_order 
Alternatively you may use the java chat here to connect  
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